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Topic Sentence: 

UMSIDA has two different journals, JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) which is new, but 

more advance and PEDAGOGIA that has been exist longer than JEES, and has many contents, make 

differences in making available articles including the style, the view and especially the contents.  

 

I. Journal Description 

 

JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) is a journal published two times a year in 

April and October. The articles basically contain any topics concerning with English 

Education, Literature, and Linguistics. JEES is available in online version which uses English. 

While, Pedagogia Jurnal Pendidikan is a journal published two times a year in February and 

August. The articles basically contain any topics concerning with primary education, 

conceptual articles, reviews of new books and obituaries in the field of elementary education 

teaching science. Language used in this journal is Indonesian or English. 

II. Content of Article 

Pedagogia, This study aimed to describe English learning problems reported by the learners 

as non – English Department students during the classroom activities. And JEES, This study 

aims to describe the exchange students’ self-efficacy on their writing competence. 

 

III. Method 

Pedagogia, This study applied qualitative research method and use observation, recording, 

amd questionnaire as the instruments. While JEES, Descriptive study was implemented by 

distributing closed-ended questionnaires in addition to interview and the result of writing task.  

 

IV. Significance 

 

JEES sets properly and has good view. For publishing, JEES oftentimes more advances which 

has Official Partner (Publons and Crossref). It also gives many benefits for the articles. In the 

content, It  uses English completely and gives cases which facilitate the reader to think wisely 

and critically. 

 

Concluding sentence: 

When the two journals provide many articles with different style, view and profit, which one do you 

prefer? The fresh journal publisher which gives many advances or the long standing with many 

various contents? 

 



 

 

1. Point by Point Method 

UMSIDA has two different journals, JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) 

which is new, but more advance and PEDAGOGIA that has been exist longer than JEES, and 

has many various articles. Both of JEES (Journal English Educators Society) and 

PEDAGOGIA have various differences in making available articles including the style, the 

view and especially the contents which can be chosen by reader depend on the necessity. 

Different with Pedagogia, JEES sets properly and has good view. For publishing, JEES 

oftentimes more advances which has Official Partner (Publons and Crossref) and the article 

will get many benefits such as: Having DOI (Digital Object Identifier); Preserved in 

LOCKSS, based at Stanford University Libraries, United Kingdom, through PKP Private 

LOCKSS Network program; and Indexed in several indexing services. In articles of JEES, 

especially in Megawati (2016b), This study aims to describe the exchange students’ self-

efficacy on their writing competence with specific case. Descriptive study was implemented 

by distributing closed-ended questionnaires in addition to interview and the result of writing 

task. Because of the specific case, it makes the reader think wisely and critically and 

facilitates the readers to apply the method in their real life easily. While in pedagogia 

Megawati (2016a), the study aimed to describe English learning problems reported by the 

learners as non – English Department students during the classroom activities. This study 

applied qualitative research method and use observation, recording, and questionnaire as the 

instruments. The case is common and the method need much preparation and rather 

complicated. For learner English JEES is more effective because using English completely, 

while Pedagogia uses bilingual, but it is established longer than JEES and has been contain of 

many various.. So, when the two journals provide many articles with different style, view and 

profit, which one do you prefer? The fresh journal publisher which gives many advances or 

the long standing with many various contents? 

2. Block Method 

UMSIDA has two different journals, JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) 

which is new, but more advance and PEDAGOGIA that has been exist longer than JEES, and 

has many various articles. Both of JEES (Journal English Educators Society) and 

PEDAGOGIA have various differences in making available articles including the style, the 

view and especially the contents which can be chosen by reader depend on the necessity. 

JEES sets properly and has good view. For publishing, JEES oftentimes more advances which 

has Official Partner (Publons and Crossref)and the articles get many benefits such as: Having 

DOI (Digital Object Identifier); Preserved in LOCKSS, based at Stanford University 

Libraries, United Kingdom, through PKP Private LOCKSS Network program; and Indexed in 

several indexing services. In the article, especially in Megawati (2016b), its language 

thoroughly uses English which is so useful for English learner. This study aims to describe 

the exchange students’ self-efficacy on their writing competence. Descriptive study was 

implemented by distributing closed-ended questionnaires in addition to interview and the 

result of writing task. Because of the specific case, it makes the reader think wisely and 

critically. It also facilitates  the learners to apply the method in their real life. On the other 

hand, Pedagogia (Megawati 2016a) has many visitors from different countries. It is 

established longer than JEES and has been contain of many various. This study aimed to 

describe English learning problems reported by the learners as non – English Department 

students during the classroom activities. This study applied qualitative research method and 

use observation, recording, and questionnaire as the instruments. So, when the two journals 
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provide many articles with different style, view and profit, which one do you prefer? The 

fresh journal publisher which gives many advances or the long standing with many various 

contents? 
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